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Save time and resources | Build change orchestration into the organization’s operating 
model by leveraging the overarching learning environment with Chama’s AI-enabled 
“recommendations engine” to deliver the best outcomes on change adoption.

Maximize uptake & achieve sustained adoption |  The holistic view and  
data-based insights delivered by Chama ensure that initiatives are grounded in demonstrated 
best practices that achieve transparency, quality and consistency with flexibility to improve the 
user experience at all levels. 

Gain greater collective intelligence | Chama gives leaders and their teams
visibility and accountability across and within all initiatives by providing a holistic view of what is 
changing, who is impacted, and by how much from various perspectives.

Optimize customer satisfaction and lifetime value | Chama enables you to 
prepare, equip and support your people so they can fully and sustainably engage in driving 
your organization’s success.

chama product of iTalent Digital

Drive your Success with
Meet Chama™, the intelligent platform that revolutionizes how 
companies drive and realize change.

Chama is a robust cloud-based platform 
that drives the delivery of iTalent Digital's 
proprietary Change-as-a-Service (CaaS) 
offering. CaaS is different from traditional 
change management because it approaches 
enterprise initiatives holistically, incorporating 
visibility and insights into the ongoing 
operating model. Chama is a highly flexible 
and adaptive tool that is compatible with 
any CM framework you may be using.
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Learn More: chama@italentdigital.com

Elevate your change mastery with Chama’s cutting-edge technology

Key Features

INSIGHT: Gain robust insights into change magnitude, saturation and readiness from different 
perspectives for continuous learning and visibility across the enterprise.

DEFINE: Capture up-to-date information about stakeholder readiness, change impacts, and
action plans to power Chama’s insight capabilities.

ADMIN: Leverage our assessment templates or create your own, and customize our standard 
change attributes to meet your organization’s specific needs.

PULSE: Push targeted questions for feedback on readiness and effectiveness, which builds 
knowledge and feeds the AI engine.

With Chama, break the silos and 
reap the rewards of managing a 
holistic change landscape!

Visit us at www.chamacloud.com

chama
Chama's AI-enabled learning capability allows each change experience to be evaluated and factored into 
subsequent decision-making so that initiatives are grounded in data-driven insights and demonstrated best 
practices. This "recommendations engine" learns from past experience and extrapolates relevant choices that 
can have the best outcomes for change adoption. This facilitates effective knowledge sharing with consistent 
change processes across change managers, leaders and stakeholders for better decision-making.

Contact us to schedule a free 
consultation or demonstration.


